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A fanciful tale about friendship and pursuit of dreams. Rabbit has always wanted to go to the moon, and Crane offers to fly him there in this adaptation of a Native American folktale, told with a storyteller’s flair. Full color.
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**Customer Reviews**

I bought this book because I had heard Douglas Wood speak at our school and this is one of the stories he told about not giving up. He is EXCELLENT, BTW. If you ever get a chance to go hear him, DO!

What a wonderful book to read to a child before bedtime! It reminded me of laying in the grass looking up at the stars and dreaming about things afar. The Cree legend elopes with the pursuit of your dreams, as rabbit and crane take you there.

Interesting. I have always thought there was a rabbit in the moon anyway. I never, or rarely every see the man, just the rabbit. Thanks

My boys love this book. The author came to our school and read it to the kids.
Retells Cree legend of how Rabbit wanted to see the earth from the moon and finally gets Crane to fly him there. Crane's legs are stretched and his head is bloodied from Rabbit's hands.
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